DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
often inspired in me, because I saw, or thought I saw, there
a country in the van of those that, nose-led by a small and
covetous clique, lead our Europe from war to war and simul-
taneously oppose, with relentless consistency, the betterment of
the masses. Because this small group, that kept power in Its hands
in much the same way as the ruling class in England, was inter-
linked by blood or acquaintance or common class prejudice or
mutual interest with people of the same type in other lands, and
because it employed a feminine skill in the exploitation of these
relationships abroad, Hungary —its little Hungary — enjoyed
particular sympathy in some other countries, particularly among
the ruling class in England, which was coldly denied to countries
where more plebeian rulers had done much greater things.
In England, for instance, several score Conservative Members
of Parliament had once signed a manifesto calling for justice for
Hungary, a small country that most of them knew nothing about.
When the question arose of justice being done to another small
country that they knew nothing about they were as silent as the
grave. I saw in these things the influence of that class-antagonism
which knows no frontiers, which ultimately caused England to
connive at the rape of Abyssinia, to favour the Fasdsl cause in
Spain, to compel the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia to the
advantage of Germany and of Hungary, and which is now going
to lead England to all sorts of queer places,
Bear this in mind, remember that Czechoslovakia took some of
their acres from the great landlords and gave them to the landless
peasants, that in Hungary agitation against *the great estates* was
an offence punishable by imprisonment up to 1936 or 1937, and
that millions of peasants there own no land, bear in mind that
Germany and Italy have both suppressed workmg-men*s parties
and organizations but have never encroached on the property
either of the big industrialist or the big .landowner, that the net
result of the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia is to isolate Soviet
Russia and give Germany a free hand in that direction, and you
will begin to see the outline of things in Europe, the reason that
events happen which continually take you by surprise, because

